



Review of Moonlight song: 

A strong piano intro graced by the grainy, yet soft melodic tones open this piece commissions 
you to sit up and listen to the lyric, journeying to a message that was close to Randi’s heart.  
It’s all about finding the honor of love that takes one from survival  mode to the “you are my 
Clair de Lune” visual of heart.   It made me think of a 40’s-style musical that has angelic 
dancers, twirling to the tune of life and its soulful expression.  How lovely a feeling.  Clear vo-
cals, soft sultry, playful accents paints a picture of radiant visuals of thought for the wonders of 
forever.  The strings take you on a motion picture-like ride with the captivating piano solo com-
plimenting the angelic, fantasy-like wonder lyrically, with hope for the future with this open-
hearted original offering from the stunningly special heart/spirit of Randi Fay. ~ Jaijai Jackson, 
The Jazz Network Worldwide.


Review of the Moonlight video: 

Randi Fay will capture many hearts with the message of her “Moonlight” video.  Such a beauti-
ful, sensitive heart that lyrically expresses the highest level of love amidst the light in her eyes 
as the message shares, ‘only surviving’ until real love enveloped ones heart.


It shares the innocence of love, how it costs nothing and how that closeness creates a well-
spring of wonder with no concern for the outside worlds chaos.   The reference of the moon-
light to-look-to with stars shining bright, that love awaits on the horizon of hope, lighting the 
way, rising and blooming like the moon.  


The sense that love can be felt through the evolution of life and nature, the wonder of a gifted 
love, giving safety and security and resting in the knowing that home can be found in one’s 
heart when love is right.  


This song shows the reverence to love and trusting in the love you find that speaks to one’s 
heart, as the natural flow of the moonlight shining upon us with rays of wonder and hope for a 
lasting oneness.  The soulful theatrics adorning the lyrics resonates the complete message of 
this song. 


~Jaijai Jackson, The Jazz Network Worldwide 


